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ARMY MATERIALS AND MECHANICS RESEARCH CENTER

INFLUENCE OF TEMPERING, PRESTRAINING, AND RETEMPERING ON THE STRENGTH

AND TOUGHNESS OF HIGH-STRENGTH 4340 STEEL

ABSTRACT

The influence of tempering, prestraining, and retempering on the strength
and toug .ness of martensitic and bainitic 4340 steel rods was investigated.
The initial neat treatment consisted of a quench and temper to obtain marten-
site in one group and formation of bainite at 575 F followed by tempering in
the second group. Reduct .ons of area of 4 tc percent were effected by cold
drawing through a die with and without backpull, followed by a retempering
treatment. Ultimate ter.sile strengths approaching 385,000 psi for the marten-
sitic stricture and 283,000 psi for the bainitic structure resulted with
yield-tensile strength ratios approaching umity. Notch tensile strength of
the bainite was superior to that of martensite at comparable strength levels.
The prestraining also caused a yield point drop and/or serrations in the flow
curves. This was influenced by specimen test temperature and strain rate,
tempering temperature, and retempering temperature.
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NTRODUCTION

The problem of improving the strength level of alloy steels while main-
taining an acceptable level of toughness has been of prime concern in recent
years. Several goneral areas have been inivestigated including development of
new alloys, heat treatment, processing techniques, and combinations of these.
The new alloys have resulted in development of the maraging steels, 1 while
the heat treatment and processing techniques ha-,e received attention through
the development of thermomechanical treatments.2 Thermomechanical treatments
resu,,t in the greatest strength increases, and for some -z.tment,, such a--
deformation of austenite prir- t transformation to martensite, qlso result in
improved touphness. Primary interest has been in martensitic microstructures
althougn the bainitic structure is receiving increasingly more attention.

IIThe mechanism by which steel is strengthened, in addition to the primary
strain hai---d1n' ,- -rptraining and retemnerinp, has beon the subject of
several investigations. The most recent studies have resulted in the develop-
ment of tentative theories. While differing somewhat in the mechanics of the
strengthening process. there is general agreement in the theory that carbides
and/or carbon play a major role, the strengthening being due to some type of
interaction with the dislocations caused by heat treatment and/or straining.
It has been suggested that vacancies created by deformation are a more likely
site for the interaction with the carbon atoms. 3

Stephenson and Cohen4 attained a maximum tensile strength of approxi-
mately 340,000 psi in 4340 tempered martensite (400 F) by prestraining
tension test specimens approximately 3 percent, and retempering at 400 F.
Stable elongation was zero. They also noted a yield point phenor.enon in the
form of necking and a yield point drop immediately following maximum load.

This yield point phenomenon was also noted by Breyer and Polakowski 5 in
4340 martensite prestrained by drawing through a die. It was shown to be
present for reductior f 3.09 to 8.92 percent, tempers up to 500 F, and re-
tempers tr to 300 F. The maximum tensile and yield strengths obtained were
396,000 and 387,000 psi, respectively.

Several investigations have been conducted in which the mechanical prop-
erties of the martensitic and bainitic microstructures have been compared.
Kalish, Kulin, and Cohen 6 investigated the effe-t of applying a prestrain and
retemper treatment to martensitic and bainitic 4350 steel. [eformrations of
up to 50 percent by rolling were conducted on the specimens before and after
transformation, followed by a retempering treatment It was found that the
strengthening obtained by straining both prior to and after transformation to
martcnsite was additive, resulting in a maximum yield strength of approxi-
mately 330,000 psi. For the hainite, the amotmt of strengthening due to
straining prior to transformation was nepligible, the only strengthening being
that due to defrmation after transformation. A maximum yield strength of
approximately 300,000 psi resulted. A refrigeration treatment following tht
quench, prior to tenpering, was found to imnrrove the properties by reducing
the amount of retained austenite.
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toughness an Orner 7 fnuihd that for a 200,000-psi yield strength, tileI
tougnessor bainite is comparable to that of rartensite when tested at room

temperature but that martensite is tougher at lower temperatures. I
Bmier 'ice and IHauser 8 observed that 4340 tempered rartensite is tougher

thantempredlower hainite at comparable strength levels.

A sudyof4350, 4360, and 4320 low-alloy steels by Simcoe and Shehan9

ledto heconclusion tlhat the minimumn carbon content required to form high-
strengtn bainite was 0.5') percent. Fracture toughness of bainite formed 25 F

or mre above the Ms is equal to or slightly better than that of martensite,
while bainite formed at lower temperatures was found to have slightly lower

toughness than martensite, at comparable strength levels.

Although the prestrain and retempei thermomechanical treatment for ob-
taining ultrahiph-strength levels has been applied by several researchers,
Lhe pcn,! has received minimal attention in several areas:

1. The effect of the tempering temperature, in the low temperature
range of room temperature to approximately 600 F, on the notch tensile
strength and true stress-true strain propE.-ties of prestrained and retempered
mart ens ite.

2. Fvaluatie-, for tile bainite microstructure, of the comnarative engi-

neering and truc stress-trtn strain mechanical p.-operties andI notch tensile

properties, resulting from the prestrain and retemper cycle.

3. The effect of szraininq by drawing T1hrough a die. The stress system
differs from that imposed by the widely used rolling process and would be
expected to affect some mnechanical properties.

areas to furthor understand the prestrain and retemper process. Steel rods
of the 4340 alloy were drawn (with and Without a halck-pull) through a die to
impart a 4 to S percent reduction of area after formation of either tempered
martensite (room temperature to 600 F) or hainite formed at 375 F andi tem-

pered at rxoom temperature, 400) F, and 00 F. T1his prestraining was Followed

by a retemiperin!7 treatment (room tempevrature to 700 F for the mirtensite avid
room temperatitre to 750) F for the hainite) . 1;,e smooth, true 5tress-true
strain, anid notch tensile properties o the martensitic and bainitic rods
have been correlated with thc tempering, F.rest raining, aildI reter~pcring tem-

pe ra tures . A limited examination was also conducted to determine the effect

of test temperature and strain rate on the yield point phenomlenon which was
observed in this and previo Yv i-ferenced Ppers,

The importance of thle temperin- and re Lenipering treatment,, and the Con-

trast in behavior of thle martensitic an(' hainitic structures were einphasi~ed
by the broad ranee of properties result ins. in thc former as conpared tc, thle
minimal changes ;- the nechanical properties of thle latter. Thi, would Ibe

expected in view of th- 'igher tcm!,eriture of hainite forration (S'S F). Thle



I> ~ stress-true strain tests, however, emphasize the ,,asic timilaritier
between the behavior of the martensitic and bainitic microstructures as the
conditions for which a yield point phenomenon and serrated flow are develuped
and are comparable. This may indicate similar strengthening mechanisms, in
the prestrain and retemper process, for both the martensitic and bainitic
microstructures.

While the properties of the martensite which may be compared follow the
same general trends as those reported by others, the magnitudes differ. The
results also show the notch strength of the bainite to be superior to marten-
site at comparable strength levels as contrasted to the marginal toughness
differences reported by others. The application of a back-pul during the
prestrain was expected to affect the properties by reducing the redundant
work and friction, thus more nearly approaching the stress conditions present
ai, a 'insion test prior to t:,e onset of necking. Although the results are

inconclusive, generally higher strength levels were observed for rods pre-
strained using a back-pull. The data are presented; however, the effect of
back-pull is not discussed in view of the minimal trends which were noted.

The report is presented under three headings: Engineering Tensile Prop-
erties, True Stress-True Strain Properties, and Notch Tensile Properties.
Each section is devoted to a comparison of the effect of tempering, pre-
straining, and retempering on these properties for both the martensitic and
the bainitic microstructures.

MATERIAL AND PROCEDUE

Loid-drawn annealed 4340 steel rod, l/-inch o.d. was used. This was
from a single heat of aircraft-quality steel with the following chemical
analysis: 0.395 C, 0.71 4n, 0."1 Si, 1.76 Ni, 0.79 Cr, 0.22 Mo, 0.012 P,
0.008 S, and 0.012, N'.

The rods were swaged to the diameter required to permit the desired re-
ductions when drawn through a die with a 0.4096-inch-diameter opening. Heat
treatment was as follows to obtain either a martensitic or h halnitifc
microstructure:

Martensite - Normalize 1650 F, I hour, air cool
Austenitize 150 F, I hour, oil quench
Liquid nitrogen, 10 minutes
Temper (RT, 200, 300, 400, SO0, 600 F), I hour

Bainite baoalize 1650 F, 1 hour, air cool

Austenitize ISSO F, I hour
Quench irto salt at 575 F, hold 1 hour
Quench into brine at room temperature
Liquid nitrogen, 10 minutes
Temper (QT-, 200, 400, 700 F), 1 hour

They were then cleaned by shot blasting, and lubricated with ui.awing oil.
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The rods tempered al 300 F and abovc were pliosphatize prior to lubri-
cat'ng. The rods were then drawn through a die on the rod and wire drawing
machine. !0 The die contour was changed to introduce a 1 percent reduction in
the bearing area following the primary redu:tion. This was done to imnart a
compressive stress to the surface and minimize thL problem cC cracking due to
the tensile stresses resulting from the standard die contour.

The drawn rods were cut into appropriate lengths for smooth and notch
tensile blanks and rctempered at the various temperatures. The tensile
blanks were the.' machined to the dimensions shown in Figure 1. The notch
radii of the notched tension specinmens :er machined to 0.0008 inch or less,

2 -

-16 Thread

-0.252 t .001"

a. Thrcaded True StrCss-iruc Sirami tensic ec cimen

f -0
-- *' -O 050-!-. 50 "*--

-- 24Thread
'I,

//
6 ~ 0'-. 0.02 R

Notch Radius to be 0.0003 to 0.0007

b. S .o h Irn,.lc .S pc,:imrn

],-o(,-i 4'' 4l(-, l AFigure I TI-ST SPI.CIM .Ni
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I
mostly C,.00n to o1nno inch, A special ASPI Committee 1 1 indic-'.es that the
notch test is not sensitive to tougnncs.- .,ariations when t n'c notc'. strength
ratio equals or exceeds anproximatelv 2 - dD 2 tr iow-allov heat-treated
steels w'here 1) is the major diameter and d is the diameter at the notch root.
This ratio (1.. for these specimens) was not erualled or exceeded in any of
the tests.

The smoo*h bars were tested at a strain rate of 0.01 min 1 uing an

extensometer to obtain the 0.2 percenit yield strength. The extensometer ,qas
teen removed, while loading continued, and the true stress-true strain
device1 2 started to monitor continuously the minimum diameter of the tension
bar and the corr2-onding load. These values were recorded ci an oscillo-
graph recorder and used to calculate the true stress and true strain. A
special alignment fixture was used in testing the notched specimens. The
complete processing and mechanical property data are presented in Tahles I
anu it in the Appendix.

*ENGINEERING TENSILE PROPERTIES

Sffect of Heat Tieatment

%larten.s i te

The variation in tensile and yield strenrths an,. reduction of area with
tempering temperature is shown , Fi Pur 2. The tensi ic strength decreases
continous lv w increasing te r v'g tempratre however, the yield
strength goes through a maimus at about 4(!3' F. As a result, the s, read of
130,000 psi 1between yield and tensile strengths for an untempered structure,
mom temperature, decreases to a minimal 10,000 psi spread for tempers 3bove
S00 F. The reduction of area is n't affected on temperrig between 400 F and
1000 F. There is a decrease in ied,ction of area on tempering below 400 F
and an increase on tempering at 1l.... F.

These trends are neoral ior th_ ,eat-treated (quench and ter-ner)
condition.

13ai ni te

Rehavior of the bai ritic riaterial on tern,,eiirg i- (ji te diffe rent as

S.cvw'n also in Firure 2. : ue to the Iig!- tenneraure :f ')ainite for.ation,
F,- .a te r in te.,e er, i.e. a slight
ir tensile strenoth anda si V increas.e in vi e d strength The reduc-

tion of area is not affected.

ffect of Dr-"r-oirni .nq d Deteinerinq

+0

Figure shows the tensile 1 nrencrtics and Figure 4 the change in tensile
nronertips rr,'ul ti e. frnn th:e pre train and rete ner 7hCce aing. The t Ia
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Figure 2. TEMPt, ED "-NSILE PROP!'RTIES
SOi47 AMC-66

for the 800, 1000, and IISO F tempering - emperatures are taken fro " previous
work' 0 in which a 10 percent reduction was made, as compared to the present
4 to S percent reduction. The magnitudc of these data. is slightly higher
than would he expected for a 4 to 5 percent reduction. In Figure 4, the base
or zero point refers to the as-heat-treated conditiot..

The tensile strength of the martensite 4s raised by prestraining, the
nsximum increase (approximately 30,000 psi) occurring for the rods initially
tc',dered between room temperature and 400 F. The yield strength is also
ii.creaset& on prcstraining, the maximum increase being approximately 150,000
psi foi rods inithily tempered at room temperature. This decreases to ap-
proximtatly 10,000 psi for the rods initially tempered at 800 F and higher.

letemperihg the prestrained rods at 200 F has a negligible effect on the
'ensile and -reld strengths. 7he effect of retempering at 400 F is dependent
upon the initial tempering temP-rature. For initial tempering temperatures
below 5,10 F, there is an essentially constant decrease in both the yield and
t..t'ile strengths comrred to thp as-prestrain~d values. For higher temper-
ing temperatures, a constant increase instead of a decrease is fotnd on retem
pcring at 400 F.

Sinmilarly, tzc effect of retemperinp at 700 F is depend( upon the
tempering temr-irture, resulting in a decrease in the tensile aid yield
strengths, c',vpar-d to the prestrained values, over the range of tempering
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temperatures evaluated (up to 600 F).
For tempering temperatures above 700 F ,-- -_ I
an increase would be expe-ted on retem- -

pering at 70 F. This is indicaz: " by
the projected intersection of the 700 F
retempering temperature curve with the \
as-prestrained curve at approximately
700 F tempering temperature in Figures
3 and 4. , "!

Generally, by re'.epering at a
temperature which is equal to or higher i I

than the initial tempering temperature, .
the tensile and yield strengths of the
prestrained rods are decrearsed. Or
retempering at lower tempe7itures than
the initial tempering temperatures, ]
these values are increased.

Figure S shows the ultimate tensil I 91o0475/Ac-66 a.
strengths of the prestrained rods as

a function of the tempering and retem-
pering tenmeratures. These are compared 'iI7

to the data obtained by Stephenson and
Cohen4 and Breyer and Polakowski. - The -
tensile strengths agree with the results '
of 3reyer and Polakowski, but are. higher

than those of Stephenson and Cohen. The
refrigeration treatment used in this
investigation to minimize the amount of
retained austenite may account for the
difHe ren ce. Retained austenite was
found to be less than 1 percent by X-ray
analysis in both the mrtensitic and I......
bainitic materials. This may also be % ,.
due to the difference in stresses
resulting from straining a tensile bar Q,
compared to those obtained by drawing V
through a die. ISO

Ba n I te

The tensile properties an- the .:-.. _-.
changes in tensile properties resulting i '

from the prestrain and retemper of the
bainitic rods are also presented in , t lowNo
Figures 3 and 4. An increase in the ...

tensile and yield strengths is noted on 19066d47/AMC-6 b.
prestraining, the magnitude increasing Figure 3. TENSILE PROPERTIES OF PRE-
with decreasing initial tempering STRAINED AND RETEMPI.RED RODS
temperature.

7
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Figure 4. CHAiNGE UN TENSILE PROPER- Figure 5. EFFECT OF PRESTRAINING AND

TIES OF RC)S PRESTRAINED AND RETEMPERING ON THE TENSILE
RZTEMPERD STRENGTH OF MARTENSITE

19-066-1472/AMC-66 19-066-1470.;'AMC-66

Retemperf-ig at 200 and 400 F increased by a constant amount the ten-ile

and yield strengths of the prestrained rods which were initially tempered at
400 and 700 F. Those tempered at room temperature were not affected by the

retemper. The 750 F retemper resulted in an appreciable Jecrease in the ten-
sile and yield strengths compared to the prestrained values. This decrease

on retempering at 750 F also resulted in lower tensile strengtLs and higher

yield strengths omIpared to the values for the as-tempered condition.

The decrease in reduction of area does not exceed 10 percent ca pre-

straining and retempering. In view of the high initial reduction of area,
this iz a minima. loss.

TRUE STRESS-TRUE STRAIN PROPEPTIES

Effect of Heat Treatment

Martons ite

True stress-true strain curves r tensile specimens tempered at room

temperature, prestrained, and retempered are p-sented in Figure 6 as typical

8
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Figure 6. TRUE STRESS-TRYJE STRAIN PROPERTIIES OF NIARTENSITE AND BAINITE
TEMPERED AT ROOM TEMPERATUrRE, PRESTRMNED, AND RETEMPERED

10-O66-1471/AMC-6

flow curves obtained for the martensitic and hainitic microstructures. The
0.2 percent yield strength, obtained with an extensometer, and the maximum
load are also shown for each curve.

The curve for tempered martansite is smooth with no indication of a yield
point drop; however, several curves for martensite temperted at higher temper-
atures (not shown) appear to have one or more short flat areas similar to
those Thown for the tempered ba4.nite. These indicate a change in the rate of
nec!L.ng in the tensile specimen,

The true stress-true rain curve for tempered bainite in Figure 6 shcws
that the necking beyond maximumr load does not priceed at a uniform rate. Th'is
was also noted in other curves for tempered bainite. The true strain to
fracture is generally greater than for the mu.rtvnsitic specimens.

The test. temperature was found to have an interesting effect on the flow
curves for tempered baliite as shown in Figure 7. A smooth curve resulted at

9
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room temperature; however, testing at
200 F resulted in a small serration
at a true strain of 0.073 f'ollowed by
a second smoother serration at a true
strain of 0,193, which was immediately
followed by three sharp serrations
increasing in magnitude to failure.

Effect of Prestraining and Retemperinq

_ _ _ _ _Martensi te

-no FThe most apparent effect of pre-
straining and retempering is the
introduction of discontinuous yielding
beyond the 0.2 percent yield, Fig-

ILL ure 6. The first serration is the
, . result of an instartaneous load drop

and neck formation. The second and
subsequent serrations ate caused by
further necking at the same location,
but these do not occur as rapidly as
the first nor are they of the same
magnitude. The rate and magnitude of
the effect is dependent upon the tem-Figure 7. EFFECT OF TESTING TEMPERA- pering and retempering temperatures,

TURE ON THE FLOW CURVE OF decreasing with increasing temperature,
TEMPERED BAINITE

1"Ao-1473/AMC-6 The shape of the true stress-true
strain curve is also dependent upon

strain rate. Strain rates of 0.1, 0.01 (standird), and 0.005 min I were exam-
ined, as well as interrupted loading. The curves are shown in Figure 8 where
for each strain rate only the iritial load drop and neck formation are instan-
taneous. Further strain in the neck of the specimen and changes in ti,. load
continue at a slower rate. By releasing he load to zero after each drop, a
series of serrations was produced, Figure 8d. A similar series of serrations
could be initiated by ho:Jing the lu.d constant for a limited time after each
load drop, followed by an increase in the load, , gures 8c and 9e. The strain
rate results indicate that a series of serrations may be expected to occur on
rontinuous loading at a strain rate below 0.005 min-l. Creep tests would be
required to determine this st,-in rate.

B Inlte

The true stress-true strain curves for these specimens are characterized
by an initial yield point drop (Figure 6). The magnitude of the effect de-
creases with increasing retempering temperature.

The effects of interrupted loading and of test temperature on thi flow
curvus were observed in the bainitic material. The test temperature effects

10



seen in Figure 9 indicat e that tempera- T I I I

ture is importar factor in the ,.
developrent of serration,, At room
temperature and -.O5 F (Figures 9a and b)
only a yield poir" drop, or one serra- 341. 0...

tion, is noted; however, at 200 F 1 . ,.
(Figure 9d) serrations are initiated at "
the maximum load and are continuous, I
increasing in magnitude with strain.
Interrupted loading at 200 F (Figure 9c)
increased the magnitude of the serrations
compared to those obtained on continuouso, . , .

loading at 200 F.

The slopes of the flow curves vary
.ith test temperatures, the lowest being ...... , . ,
for -105 F and the highest for room tern- , -

p e r a t u r e t e s t i n g . A l s o , th e m a g n i t u d e U ... .. ... ... ... .Wt

the yield stress may be raised by I 9
decreasing the test temperature or by
interrupted loading. This may be ob-
served by comparing the maximum load on
testing at -105 F. iVhe effect of inter- _10
rupted loading, prioi to the initial 0 o.,,, .,,,, 0.z WI
yield point drop, is apparent when the , .. ,
curves of Figures 9a and 9e are con- Figure 8. EFFECT OF STRAIN RATE ON
pared. The latter curve, obtained by THE FLOW CURVES OF PRESTR IINED
discontinuous lo Jing, exhibits an 11,000 RETEMPERED MARTENSITE AT RkOM
psi increase in Tn.iximum load. Further TEMPERATURE
discontinuous loading resulted in a 19-066-1476, AMC-66
serrated stress-strain curve similar to that obtained on testing the marten-
sitic microstructure under comparable conditions.

An important difference between the serrations obtained with the tempered
bainite and those obtained with the prestrained and retempered bainite at a
test temperature of 200 F is the strain at which the serrations were initi-
ated. In the former the serrations started at a true strain of approximately
0.200, well beyond the strain of 0.0523 at which maximum load was observed.
In the latter, the serrations were initiated at maximum load and continued to
fai l ure.

NOTCH TENSILE PROPERTIES

Effect of Heat Treatment

Martens ito

The notch tensile strength of the tempered martensite is shown in Fig-

ures 2 and 10 to be dependent upon the tempering tem: *,rature. From a low
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Figure 9. EFFECT OF TESTING TEMPERATURE AND INTERRUPTED LOADING
ON THE FLOW CURVE OF PRESTRAINED AND R'TEMPFRF BAINITE

19-06 -1469 AMC-66

note, tensile strength for the martensite tempered at room temperature, there
is a lineai in'rease to a maximum at 600 F, followed by a decrease at higher
tempering temjp-ratures. The N.T.S./Y.S. ratio equals 1 at approximately
350 F. The role of sharper notches (fatigue crack) would be to effect a
more severe test, resulting in a sharper transition, and raising the tempera-
ture at which the ratio of N.T.S. to Y.S. equals 1. This is shown by the
curve of notch tensile strength in Figure 2 as taken from Reference 13.

With reference to strength levels, Figure 2 and the data of Table I show
that the notch tensile strengti, increases with increasing yield strength
(lower tempering temperatures) to a maximtu at a yield strength of approxi-
mately 22S,000 psi. Tempering at lower temperin- temperatures results in a
minimal increase in yield strength but a rapid dror in the magnitude of the
notch tensile strength.

Bai ni +e

In contrast to the martensite, Figure 2 shows that the notc> strength of
the bainite decreas-e.e only a snall ,amount with increa7sing tempering tempera-
ture, The N.T.S./Y.S. ratio is greater than 1 for al' tempering temperatures.
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Figure 10. EFFECT CF PRYSTRAINING AND RETEMPERING ON TH E NOTCH
TENSILE STRENGTH 01 MARTENSITE AND BAINITE
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The variation in either notch tensile or yield strength is small for the
range of tempering temperatures employed due to the high bainite formation
temperature of 575 F.

Effect of Prestraining and RetemperinM

Martens Ite

Prestraining c-- rods resulted in generally lower notch strengths (Fig-
ure 10) compared to the values for the temnered condition. Only the rods
tempered at 1000 and 1150 F show any improvement in notch strength

The effect of retempering on the notch strength is primarily dependent
upon the tempering temperature. Retempering at 400 to 700 F is most benefi-
cial to the ads initially te.pered at the low temperatures. The notch
strength was apl,reciably improved as compared to the tempered and the pre-
strained condition, particularly for the 700 F retermpering treatment. The
range of notch tensile strength is comparable to that observed for the tem-
pered martensite; however, the yield strength is appreciably higher for the

13



prestrained and retempered specimens, 25,,000 psi ve-sus 210,000 psi for the
tempered martensite,

Another interesting feature of the curves in Figure 10 is the peak in
notch strength for the -restrained and retempered martensite which was ini-
tially tempered at 400 F. This is followe,. by lower notch tensile strengths
for the martensite which was initially temnor-d at oO F, and may be indica-
tive of the 500 F embrittlement.

The relationship between notch tensile strength and yield strength is
shown in Figure 11. The exact magnitudes are a function of the temperin7 and

~PT ' r .......... 600 .., 0 F 1 S0 F 400 F 50F60

K. K0.2[

300K

250r ootcm '+
ll

-1. 2

200 i.0
[- 7 -, // '-.,-..--

TS)YS 0 6__ '
5a. , b. C.0.- ';0. 4

0 250 500 0 250 50C 0 2 O N,0 0 250 50P 0 250 Q00 0 250 500
Rele per. Q T, p~at ,e deg

:igure II FI'i , I Of- PR[S I R ,\I N(i \Nl) A I I \II' RIN(G ON IfI

I FNSI IF POU) M A VIII I i, \ R .NSMI

retempering temperatures. lere it i- apparent that the N.T.S/Y.S ratio in-
creases with tempering and retempering temperatures which also result in
lower yield strength'.

Gai r" i te

The effect of presLraining and rrtemrcring on the notch tensile stren.t'
of the bainite is shown in Figure 10. Although some loss in notch tensile
strength is indicated for the bainite whirl was :restrained and retempered,
particularly -t room. temperature and 200 F, the N.T.S./Y.S. ratio remained
greater than 1. This indicates that good toughness was retained at the high-
est yield stren.th levels of 275,0O0 to 280,00 psi, as shown in Figure 1:.
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Further cold working of the bainite should permit higher yield strength with
good toughness.

DISCUSSION

Strength changes from thc" as-cluenched martensite and bainite were ocrivd
in increments fron three sources as follois: (1) tem-ering, (2) pre.straining,
and (3) retenperinc. The first, ten,-iering, results in qite different ulti-
mate tensile strength behaviors cof the , atensite and the bainite. The
tensile strength of the martensite undergoes a rRnid increase with decreasing
tempering temperature while the effecc of tempering on the tensile stre:ngth of
the bainite is neRligit'e. The yield strength for both microstructures
remai'cd com.rativelv ccnstant. Also the maximrnt tensile strengtii of tem-
pered artensite o'as s-reciably higher than that of *.criered btinite.

T'he ef",ct of the secund increment, prestraining, was basically the same
for both micT-i-,tictures. T- e tensile strength was increased together with

the yield streng.th, due pri-'ari'v to strain hardening; howeler, the rate of

i5
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increase was greater for tht yield strength than for the tens ile st rength,
resulting in a yield-tens-ie strength ratio approaching un-itv. A greater in-
crease in both the yield and tensile strengths was apparent for the martensite
and bainite initially tempered at the lower temperatures.

The third increment, retenpering. generally lowered the yield and tensile
streng-hs of the prestrained martensite and bainite wh-n the retc yCl'ing tem-
perature was above the tempering temperature. A constant increase was noted
on retempering at tamperatures hel wq the tempering temperature.

To sunmarize, the effect of prestraining temnered r ~ds is to increase
the strength 1ev-i of both the martensite and the bainite, the effects on the
martensite being greater in magnitude an-I more dependent iuinn the tempering
temperatures. The role of r-temperimg is dependent upon thle tempering
temperature..

Theories have been developed which attribute a portion of thle strengthen-
ing on prestraining and retempering to an interaction between c-rbon and/or
carbides and dislocations and/or vacancies, as noted in the Introducticn.
This type of mechanism has also been tsed to explain the appearance of an
initial serration or siharp yield point drop in the true stress-true SLrain

adload elongati-n curves.

This yield phenomenon was fr-'md in room t,_r-npcrature tensile tests of
both the martensitic and the bainitic materials tested after prestraining.
'A has also been noted by others for Ali steell1 * andI 4340 ste 3 processed

unider comparable conditions. The initial serration may !,e expanded into a
series of serrat ions continuing to fr'acture by (l) interrupted . a(ding (or a
Suifficiently slow strain rate) ar,! (2) testing at 1112 F (and proh ably a lim-
ited range of elevated temperati os). Specimens of the bainitic m terial i
the tempered condition exhibit no so rrat ion or yield point in roon tempera-

* tuxie tests. This material devejuped serrat ions on testing at 21.2 F, suiggest-
* ing a strain aging type Of Mechanism.

T -P serrations observed for both martionsite and the bainite diffcr fromi
~hos;e normally observed on strair ac .Ing as they were initiated at max imumI
load in the prestrained material and at an antreciable strain inCroment fol-
lowing naximum load in the tfnrId mnaterial. Also, in eacir, matcrial neckinQ

i~s initiated and continued to fal at one location.

The above sizosts a dis beat ion- locking tvtpe of mcI-anis-i "' i ci is;
time- , sri-anOl teinerat tre- de-,cndent ThIe increased dislocaition del-
sitv AIne to a m. or t e-re -It tre rres tra in ar-cearn t o h,.a y two 1)ri rarv e Ct c
11) raise the flow strez5 curv andi (2) causc the first !s-rat ion tCo "0
nitiAted at a lower strain compared to the tempere-d material.

The notch tensile properties associ ated. with the strnt c R ar o
worthy 'o- two princinal rcasons. Fi rst is the insigni fi cant loss in -Cio

noc1tnil trnth of' the bainite On prestrairing and r- tenperrin . 7h
resulting notch- tensil strrngth ratio P'reater than I and notIch StrenctIhS



over 300,000 psi indicate the bainite is appreciably tougher than the marten-
site at a comparable strength .vel. The toughness of martersite and bainite
nas been reported in several investigatinns. 6-9,15,16 The re..alts are contra-
dictory, indicating that for some processing and test conditions martensite
is tougher than bainite and, for other conditions, that bainite is tougher.
The differences are probably due to variations in the microstructures of the
bainite caused by different temperatures of the bainite formation and the I
presence of retained austenite.

The second observntion of interest is the significant decrease in notch
strength on prestra ning t.., martensite initially tempered at 500 F, indica-
tive of a very nari-w 500 F L',mper embrittlement range due to prestraiiiing.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The effects of three processing vrihi-s on the mechanical proper-
ties of martensite and bainite have been observed: (a) tempering, (b) pre-
straininy, and (c) retempering.

The first, tempering, waz mo~t effective in decreasing the ultimate ten-
sile strength. The yield strength was most responsive to prestraining. The
retempering effect was dependent primarily ,upo the initial tonpering temper-
ature. The highest Zensiie and yield str. _ s were obtained with the
prestrained and retempered mart,'nsite.

2. Flow curves of the tempered mate',ials were altered by prfst tining,
retempering, and tension specimen test temperature and strain rae. This was
shown by changes in the magnitude of the fiow stress and by introduction of a
yield point drop or an initial serration. The magitude o d number of serra-
tions were also deoendent upon these variables.

3. The notch strength of bainite was superior to that of martensite at
comparable strength levels.

4, Evidence of temner embrittlement fas obst-rved in the prestrained and
retempered martensite which was initially tempered at SO0 F.

S. The effect of prestraining with a back-pull on the mechanical prop-
erties is minimal.

I
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APPENDIX

Table I. TENSLE PHOPERTIES OF MARTENSITE

Yield Strength Tensile Reduction Yield Strength Notch Tensile
Temper 'Prostrain Retemrner (ksi) Stren th of Area Strn
(deg F) i) (deq F) 0.1 % 0. (ksi) M% Teniil St~enqt

-R.T. --- 0 o.T - 2 -.0 --- 7-200.4 220.4 j46.7 17.2 M36 177.7

184.0 342.0 205. 0.596 -

3.96 .. T. 386.7 378.8 34.1 I 1.8 0.984 -
'00 360.2 363.4 364.4 29.6 0.998 171.5
400 345.0 348.0 348.0 32.6 1.0 203..
700 252.5 253.0 256.5 37,2 0.985 280.5

R.T.0 241.0 250.0 1 320.0 30.8 0.781 170.7
180.9 214.4 348.7 14.7 0.902 -

14.500 lb 4.6 R.T 344.0 6.5 374.0 21.8 0.97 144.3
200 364.0 375.0 379.5 22.6 0.963 173.6AOO=0 360.7 162.7 1 39,2 7 24.! 1:0 A.2.9

700 252.5 25,. 260-5 35.4 0,992 265.
20 0 R.T. 212.5 23-.6 237 0.992 2L3S164.4 211 , 9 1 345.7 21.8 0.613

3.75 R.T. 325.5 356.0 356.0 30. 08 144.6
200 368.7 368.7 370.7 31.4 0.995 177.0
400 348.7 350.7 54.7 38.1 1.0 212.5700 251.5 253.5 256.5 41,0 0.982 270.8

300 to 8. 2 534 0 3.12. 5 255.5

R.T. 328.0 36.0_ 373.0 4
No0 0 Q-9T. 226.5 2".8. 5 330.7 30.8 0.721 179.1

iB.P.

200 367.7 374.7 176 Q 18.4 0.995 155.8
40 352.7 354.7 354.7 28.1 1.0 190.2
700 2515 253.5 256.5 36.6 0.987 257.1R.T. 169.3

R.T. 213.4 J . 333. 28.1 0.S99 2164.
3.96 R.T. 342 7 353.7 358.2 30.2 0.97

200 33917 35i.7 58.7 U.0 0.98 190.9
400 334.7 338.7 338.7 8.8 1.0.
700 2._51.0. 2520 2 7605 03 .0 0.982 242

400 0 R.T. 209.4 226.5 326.7 28,1 0.693 257.4

14.200 b 4.40 R.T. 34M,7 348.7 348.7 36.8 72 016.9
1 200 35!, 7 356.7 362. 26.0 0,95 169.0

400 335.7 348.7 348.7 27.4 0.08 202.4L- 2 700 S5 4 8. 5 4.0 37.8 __0.9,6 280.6
500 0 - - 2202 234.5 312.6 39.2 f 0.62 253,5

3.97 R.T 334. 6 339.6 346.7 35.0 0,960 21.8
20 0 334.7 ,341.7 344.; 33.10.39 227.6
400 325.1 330.7 331.7 35,4 0.998 247.5
700 248. 250.5 254,5 39.4 0,85 289.9

14o 0 R 79 420 304.7 38.6 0!R.P. -
M  i

14,200 lb 4.47 R,T1. 345,0 348.0 348.0 3S.4 i.0 231.1
200 i 344.0 348.0 350.0 29.4 0.995 241,3
4 0 ,0 3.17.0 344.0 34,0 0.98 207.7
700 54.0 256.0 26-.0 1 39.8 0,98,, 279.4

00 R. 1'. -224 234.5 1 84. , 41.0 08 24 261.9
4., 40 P, T. 3.6 '30 .6 14.6 39.;' o.q74 216.2

~206.7
400 1 29-7.6 304,6 306. i; 37.2 0.993 219 .1I
700 246.5 249.0 250.5 39.1' 0.993 214.7

5o2o -o- 0 - - - . ... . . . ... _ _~o & _

14,300 i 4.5.T j 7 . 9 . 0 . 240.973 189.9
I ~~0. 42.47.5 " '

,00 .. 303.u 36.0 095 176.6400 o4 o .1 { 3PO. 37.8 :,90o 184.3
00, .Lo L21 _ 5. 38. 0,87 2319.3



Table I. TENSILE iK9OPERTIES OF MARTENSITE (continued)

IYield Strength Teasilf Reduction Yielo Strength Notrh Tonxiie
Teper Premtrain Retesper .. ii. Str~n th of Area st 01r, th
..epeg F) j % deq F) .% O (k sj M~ Tenpile Stren~gth &.5iJ

0 0 H.T 225,5 226.0 258M5 42.4 0.874 290.2
4.4 R.T. 252.5 265.5 277.6 42.4 0.957 232.3

400 278.6 284.6 287.6 41.0 099 221.9
600 261 .5 25.0 270.0 41.0 0.u 1 252.6
700 243.0 246.0 249.0 42.8 0.988 276.7~200

600 0 ( .. 224.0 2260 260.0 42.4 0.87 257.1/B.P,

14,300 lb 5.11 H.T. 259.0 269.0 272.0 38.6 0.99 255.6
400 290.0 293.0 294.0 37.2 0.996 245.9
600 268.0 270.0 272.0 39,2 0.993 253.1
700 246.0 248.0 249.0 41.0 0.995 290.4
200 242.9

000 0 R.? - " 195.4 206.4 416 0.945 279.5
10 H.r. 193.4 218.4 41.0 0.908 249.5
10 400 } - 217.4 228.5 37.2 0,950

800 10 RT. - 212.4 21S.4 39.2 0970 259.6
B.P. = 

.3.09627
14,800 lb 10 400 227.5 234.5 3M.A 0.968 227.1
1000 0 H.T. - 176.4 187 9 42.8 0.940 271.0

10 H .T. - 186.4 196.4 44.0 9.948 274.0
!n 400 186.4 197.9 38.6 0.942 274.0

1000 10 R.T. 195.4 199.4 428 0.980 284.0

16,650 lb 10 400 207.4 212.9 39.8 __ .P73 ___ 280.0
1.150 0 1 .? . 143.8 155.8 53.6 0.923 230.2

10 H.T. 162.3 166.3 50.8 0.975 249.0
__ 10 400 - 177.4 45,8 0.962 262.0

i 150 10 R.T. 165.8 168.3 43.4 0,985 252.0
B.P. -
14.850 0 400 174.3 17?.4 47.4 0.983 270.0

'Back Pull
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Table II. TENSILE PROPERTIES OF BAINITE

Yield Stren Tensile Reuction Yield Strength Notch Tensile
Temper Prestrain tmper Strength of Area St th

) )0.1% 0. -- (ksi M%) Tensile Strength (rn.
R.T. 0 R.'. 188.4 198.4 240.5 56.8 0.825 332.6

4.46 P.T. 279,6 282.6 283.1 45.2 0.999 3M.5
MC 264.5 I273A4 275.6 51.5 0.992 311.3
400 269.5 278.6 280.6 50.4 0.996 331.0
750 229.0 230.5 230.5 52.6 1 .0 327.?

H.T. 0 R.T. 191.0 200.0 245.0 54.3 0.815 337.2
14,200 b 4.9 R.T. 280.u 282.0 282.0 43.2 1.0 330.3

200 281.0 282.5 282.5 47.4 1.0 333.9

400 179.5 280.0 280.0 48.6 1.0 317.6
750 228.0 228.0 228.0 52.0 1.0 325.5

400 0 .T. 186.0 195.0 242.0 54.8 0.806 326.8
4.33 R.T. 248.0 259.0 265,0 53.6 0.978 308.2

200 275.5 277.0 278.0 51.5 0.995 295.3
400 272,0 277.0 278.0 49.8 0.995 321.7
750 228.0 229.0 229.0 52.0 1.0 323.9

400 0 R.T. 187.0 198.0 244.0 56.2 0.811 331.6
B.P. I
14,300 lb 4.9 RT. 258.0 56.5 268.0 53.6 0.995 324.3

200 280.0 2.0 282.0 50.4 1.0 326.5
400 279.0 262.5 282.5 45.2 1.0 333,8
750 223.0 224.5 224.5 50.4 1,0 326.8

700 0 R.T. 206. 212.5 237.5 53.6 0.896 317.4
4.47 R.T. 226.0 237.0 243.0 54.1 0.975 315.0

400 250.5 254.0 255.0 52.0 0.996 307.9
700 232.5 234.0 234.0 49,8 1.0 326.5#
750 226.0 227 0 227.0 52,0 1.0 319.0

700 0 R.T. 198.0 204.0 229.5 54.8 0.89 322.2
B.P. =
14.200 lb 5.04 R.T. 238.0 k.,.0 249.0 53.6 0.988 3260

400 261.0 264.0 264.0 48.0 1.0 302.6
700 242.0 243.0 243.0 49.8 1.0 326.7
750 232.0 232.0 232.0 52.0 1.0 323.0

*Back Pull
fLoaded to 15,850 lb; fixture broke. Specimen broke at 16,100 lb. on re-teat.
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